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No matter how professionally you pursue smart 
technology trends, some solutions are just the 
right choice. TIS’s Titan & Titania panel series are 
examples of those intelligent products that offer 
both beauty in design and quality in performance.
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These switches, featuring touch interfaces with temper-
ature, weather, and energy consumption indexes for the 
ultimate lights, climate, shades, moods, security, and 
music control, are now available in the market. This smart 
series comes in two standard junction box sizes: the 
Titania panels for the US and the Titan panels for the UK.

UK Standard US Standard
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The TIS TITAN & TITANIA series includes the following switches:

TITAN & TITANIA 4G is a 4-gang touch panel with 
control capabilities for lights, moods, curtains, and 
more. You can also add a personal touch to the inter-
face’s texts and icons. Remember, you can enjoy this 
new line of wall panels if you are a resident of Italy as 
well. If mounted horizontally, the Titania 4G switch fits 
the Italian standard electrical box.

TITAN & TITANIA 3G features a 3-gang touch panel to 
control lights, moods, curtains, and more.
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TITAN & TITANIA TFT is a 3” touch panel with custom-
izable LED icons designed for limitless control over 
lights, climate, moods, scenarios, curtains, and more.
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Specially designed for monitored care, our NURSE 
CALL PANEL makes the patient-nurse interaction 
more convenient at any care accommodations and 
medical centers. Patients can use this solution to call 
the respective nurses in case they need help.
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MUR/DND-EQUIPPED PANEL helps levelling up the 
éclat of hotels. Mount it horizontally on the wall and 
provide guests with a chic piece of technology that 
functions as a shortcut to the reception desk.
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These flush-mounted panels come in various color 
and finish materials to suit your home’s style. We care 
about your taste and offer you plastic, metal, glass, 
and an array of other personalized finishes with slim 
curves and graphics.
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The Titan & Titania series knows no limits 
because we want you to experience the 
smart modern life with no limitations. 
To see how it feels like to live in an alive 
and automated building, you just have to 
install Titan or Titania.
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